


 

a- How many floors are in peter’s house?  
b- What can you find in peter’s room ? 
c- Are there a kitchen and a dining room in his house ? 

Activity three: (02pts) 
●Find in the text words that are closest in meaning to the following : 
House ꞊…………………………..                        Beautiful  ꞊   ………………………                    
● Find in the text words that are opposites  in meaning to the following : 
Inside ≠………………….                                        Far≠………………………. 
 
Activity four :Classify the following fourniture on the right column : (02pts) 
 
 
 
 
      Kitchen        Bedroom       Bathroom      Living room 

    

 
B/ Mastery of the language : (07pts) 
 
Activity one : Look at the picture and use the following prepositions of place to 
locate the rooms of the house ( next to  -  below  -  between – above ) (02pts) 
 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

a- The hall is upstairs,………………………..the bedroom and the bathroom. 
b- The kitchen is downstairs,…………………………..the bathroom.  
c- The bedroom is upstairs,………………………….the living room. 
d- The living room is downstairs,………………………..the kitchen. 

  Activity two : Put the verbs between brackets in the present continuous tense: 
(02pts) 
 
Well, I am home now. I am in my bedroom. I (listen) ………………..to music.  

 Sofa    -     Bathtub    -    Fridge     -    Bedside table     -     Oven    -      Mirror    -   Armchair -   Bed 



 

My mother is in the kitchen. She (cook) ………………..lunch. 
My little brother (watch)……………....his favourite cartoon in the living room.   
My sister (write)……………………….her lesson . 
 
Activity three : Turn the following sentence into negative form than into 
interrogative form : (02pts)   
                                         ≪  They are playing basketball.  ≫  
               Negative form           ⊝      Interrogative form          ⍰ 

……………………………………………………….. ……………………………………………………… 

Activity four: Classify the following words :  (01pts)   
 
                   What    -    House    - Honest  - He 
 

   Proounced "h          Silent "h "  

          

 
Written expression : (06pts)   
 
Peter wants to know about your house . Write a short description  to him  . 
 
 Talk about :  

- Where  you live ( a house – a flat – a villa…) and 
- Describe your favourite room ; write what is in ( furniture ). 
- Use adjectives ( small- beautiful….) and preposition of place ( next to, on ..) 
 

                                                 
  
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                                               ***Good Luck***    

 

  Hi Peter, 

I am ………………………………I live  .…………………………….................................................. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 



 

                                                           Correction :  
 
 A-Reading and comprehension:( 07 pts) 
Activity one : Read the following statements and write “True” or “False”(1.5pts) 
 

d- Peter lives with his parents and his sister in a modern villa ……… True  
e- Peter’s bedroom is in the first floor ………   True 
f- He doesn’t love his house ………   False  

 
Activity tow: Read the text again and answer the following questions: (1.5pts) 

a-How many floors are in peter’s house?  
 There are two floors in peter’s house ( the ground floor and the first floor ). 
b-What can you find in peter’s room ?  
We can find (tv – laptop- bedside table with a lamp – an alarm clock – a 
wardrobe – a small desk) 
c-Are there a kitchen and a dining room in his house ? 
Yes, there are . 

Activity three: (02pts) 
●Find in the text words that are closest  in meaning to the following : 
House ꞊Home                                   Beautiful  ꞊   nice                    
● Find in the text words that are opposites  in meaning to the following : 
Inside ≠ Outside                                        Far≠ near 
 
 
Activity four :Classify the following fourniture on the right column : (02pts) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Kitchen        Bedroom       Bathroom      Living room 

  Fridge – Oven  Bedside table - 
Bed 

Bathtub- Mirror Sofa – Armchair  

 
B/ Mastery of the language : (07pts) 
 
 
 
Activity one : Look at the picture and use the following prepositions of place to 
locate the rooms of the house ( next to  -  below  -  between – above ) (02pts) 

 Sofa    -     Bathtub    -    Fridge     -    Bedside table     -     Oven    -      Mirror    -   Armchair -   Bed 



 

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

e- The hall is upstairs,between the bedroom and the bathroom. 
f- The kitchen is downstairs, below the bathroom.  
g- The bedroom is upstairs, above the living room. 
h- The living room is downstairs, next to the kitchen. 

  Activity two : Put the verbs between brackets in the present continuous tense: 
(02pts) 
 
Well, I am home now. I am in my bedroom. I (listen)  am listening to music.  
My mother is in the kitchen. She (cook) is cooking lunch. 
My little brother (watch)is watching  his favourite cartoon in the living room.   
My sister (write) is writing her lesson . 
 
Activity three : Turn the following sentence into negative form than into 
interrogative form : (02pts)   
                                         ≪  They are playing basketball.  ≫  
               Negative form           ⊝      Interrogative form          ⍰ 

They aren’t playing basketball. 
           (Are not ) 

Are they playing basketball ? 

Activity four: Classify the following words :  (01pts)   
 
                   What    -    House    - Honest  - He 
 

   Proounced "h          Silent "h "  

        House - He What – Honest  

 
 


